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The 22nd October 2012 I woke up to
interesting news about me and the
Norwegian MFA. I honestly became shell
shocked of the stupidity of Mr. Sondre
Bjotveit. Here we have a senior official of the
Royal Norwegian Ministry for Foreign Affairs
crying on Uncle Sam’s shoulder, indirectly
asking USA to try to stop me telling the truth
about Norway’s support of the LTTE
terrorism.
Mr. Sondre Bjotveit lied the US Embassy
official straight in the face. Mr. Bjotveit said I
was a convicted murderer sentenced to 10
years detention in 1998.
Nonsense, I was acquitted for homicide in
1997 and released from custody/detention in
1998i. Then I travelled all over Norway
participating in chess tournaments, including
participating in several Norwegian Chess
Championships.
In 2004 I participated in the WAPS
conference as a speaker. How could I
participate if I were detained? In my work as
leader of NAT I traveled unrestricted all
around the world researching various
terrorist organizations including the LTTE.
How can I get visas to Australia if I was a
convicted murderer? How could I go to
Colombo I 2007 if I was in detention?
Since these lies came from the Royal
Norwegian Embassy many foreign journalist
believed these lies. Fortunately the Sri

Lankan Government did not buy into the lies
and smearing campaigns and allowed me to
speak in Colombo.
In 2007 the USA was walking around with
rubber soles on their shoes. They did not
want to offend their NATO partner Norway
prior to Norway’s decision to purchase of
new fighter planes. Norway decision was
vital in order to get the rest of NATO to buy
the fighter planes. Neglecting Norway’s
criminal support of the LTTE in Sri Lanka
could have been the sacrificial lamb to get
the plane deal.
Norway is now a founding partner in the
Joint Strike Fighter program, which the U.S.
Defense Department has described as the
largest fighter aircraft program in history.
Norway has now signed the order to buy
52 F-35A Lightning II jets. A 10 billion US
dollar order.
Both Norwegian and US oil companies was
interested in exploring, or should I say
exploiting, the possible oil reserves outside
the land previously occupied by the LTTE
terrorists. Fortunately the people of Sri
Lanka was not duped into a peace deal with
the LTTE.
Mr. Bjotveit told the US Embassy I was
endangering the peace process by presenting
facts and documents to the Sri Lankan
people.

Nonsense! The facts I presented in Colombo
was known already. How can facts and the
truth endanger the peace process? Lasting
peace should be built on truth and trust.
The Norwegian MFA however seems to
believe lasting peace could be achieved
through to visiting strip tease clubs in
Thailand, lots of alcohol, first class tickets
and bribes.
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According to Mr. Bjotveit I represented a
threat to Mr. Erik Solheim’s life. Nonsense.

Fortunately US intelligence agencies did not
buy into the crap and fairytales Mr. Bjotveit
told the US Embassy in Oslo. I have never
experienced any obstacles in the NAT work
from the USA.
History proves Erik Solheim is alive. Ousted
from Norwegian politics! Mr. Solheim is
elevated to a high paying in the job in the
UN.
Not bad for a clown from the Royal
Norwegian Socialist Left Party.

It puzzles me how anyone can
become as unpopular as Mr. Erik
Solheim by giving away money!
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PST, CIA and me
PST is the Norwegian equivalent to the CIA in
the USA. PST are hardworking people who
collect and analyze information that could be
important for national security.

Wikileaks
We need to protect freedom of speech. Support Julian
Assange request to get asylum in Ecuador.
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PST is needed to monitor individuals and
organizations that is a treat to Norway or
could become a treat. They cooperate and
exchange information with similar police
organizations around the world.
PST has gradually got more power and
resources to fight against internal and
external enemies.
Unfortunately the PST is handcuffed by the
politicians and cannot do a proper job. PST is
a victim of political interference and has been
used to monitor political opponents on the
political left side of Norwegian politics.

Are you afraid of me Erik Solheim?
Erik Solheim cronies in the Norwegian MFA tell the US
Embassy Erik Solheim fears for his life.
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I have always been in the political main
stream on the political right side in
Norwegian politics. Thereby categorized as
“political correct”. My agitation for respect
for human rights and to crack down on
terrorists using Norway as a safe-haven did
not seem to worry the PST.
What might have created a headache for the
PST is probably the many phone calls from
the Norwegian MFA requesting the PST to
attempt to stop me telling the truth. Since
NAT published, legally obtained, unclassified
documents from the Norwegian MFA there
was nothing PST could do to stop the truth
speaking nuisance, Falk Rovik.
PST was invited to the WAPS conference in
2004 and they participated. I have never had
any problems with the PST, CIA or any other
intelligence organizations. My experience is
the opposite, the foreign intelligence
organizations has been helpful.
The deputy director in PST is Mr. Jan F.
Glentii worked previously as a district
attorney and handled the case where I was
acquitted for homicide. Mr. Jan F. Glent also
handled the case against LTTE cadre Daniel
Jeya and police officer. Nyhusmoen in the
Norwegian sale of passport scandal.iii Mr.
Glent know I have not a criminal record and
know about LTTE’s criminal activities.

PST = THE NORWEGIAN CIA
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NAT and the Government of Sri Lanka (GSL)
In the Cable Mr. Bjotveit alleges that GSL and Sri Lankan hard liners was supporting and funding NAT. This is fraudulent information from the
Norwegian MFA. NAT have never received any funds from GSL or any citizen of Sri Lanka. NAT policies has always been: NAT pays for all the
expenses accrued during our work and travels. NAT operatives are patriots working on minimal budgets. We have worked together with Sri Lankan
patriots who has provided us valuable information for free. NAT are proud to have assisted to expose the criminal behavior of the Norwegian
Government in Sri Lanka. NAT will not hesitate to do it again.

Wikileaks cable exposes
US – Norway conspiracy
What was Mr. Bjotveit doing at the US EMBASSY crying about me? The cable show Norway
closely working with the US State Department in the Sri Lanka peace facilitation. In Asia,
Norway is much more political acceptable than the US. The cable give the impression the US is
using Norway as a proxy to implement US strategies, in nations were the US have an image
problem. Did Norway expect the US to put pressure on the Government of Sri Lanka to stop
NAT repeating facts and provide un-classified documents in Sri Lanka? The attempt to revoke
my human rights to express my views failed.
The US – Norway conspiracy will be a deterrent to those who use Norway as a peace facilitator.

If we don't believe in
freedom of
expression for
people we despise,
we don't believe in it
at all.
Noam Chomsky
[Cite your source here.]

Well, I do not want to speculate what strategies and objectives Mr. Bjotveit’s had with his ridiculous statements and lies about me. Liability claims
asking for compensation for Mr. Bjotveit fraudulent information and grave harassment will be forwarded to the Norwegian MFA.

Are you afraid of me Erik Solheim?
Interesting to see Mr. Bjotveit is deeply concerned about Erik Solheim safety. Very moving. I guess the US Embassy had to get some Kleenex tissue for
Mr. Bjotveit so he could wipe away his crocodile tears for his friend Erik Solheim.
Erik Solheim and the PST know I have never posed any treat to Erik Solheim. Instead I have calmed down Erik Solheim’s many victims and appealed to
them to use peaceful methods to stop the Norwegian MFA support of terrorism.
The Royal Norwegian MFA and Solheim is not afraid of ME, but the TRUTH. The truth devastated the Norwegian MFA attempt to assist the LTTE to
create a fascist state.
We invited Erik Solheim to participate in the WAPS Oslo conference. Mr. Solheim refused to return phone calls and reply to emails. The MFA manipulated
Amnesty International (AI) General Secretary not to inform about AI work to stop LTTE’s use of child soldiers at the WAPS conference.
Erik Solheim panicked when he became aware I should speak at a Conference in Colombo in 2007. Erik Solheim, his MFA cronies and LTTE did their
utmost to stop me speaking. Fortunately there is freedom of speech in Sri Lanka.
No need to lose sleep due to me Erik! You would sleep better if you and the Norwegian MFA compensated and apologized to the victims of the
Norwegian supported LTTE terrorism. I guess the chances for an apology is zero. Mr. Erik Solheim, in my eyes you will always be a pathetic coward scared
of the truth!
Solheim stepped on LTTE toes the 17th May in his Norwegian national day speech. Erik Solheim basically told the LTTE to give up their dreams of
creating a fascist terrorist state. Erik Solheim terminated the aid to Norwegian MFA friend Mr. Kumar Rupesinghe. The Norwegian MFA paid 6 million
USD dollars for Kumar Rupesinghe organization “Foundation for Co-Existence” services. Mr. Kumar Rupesinghe became so frustrated for being ousted
from the Norwegian MFA gravy train, so he sued Norway for another 1 million US dollars.
You have many enemies Mr. Solheim, and you have created the enemies yourself. Fortunately most of them are not like you Mr. Solheim, they have
moral values and do not pose a threat.
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Wikileaks
Freedom of speech is important for all of us. This right has to be protected and is a pillar in any democratic society. Sometimes the truth is painful and
can endanger life. Those who have access to sensitive information should handle it with care. In the NAT our policies stayed 100% clear. We were only
allowed to carry around unclassified information on our computers and not store any sensitive documents at home. We used nicknames on our
informants. We did know there was a high risk of the LTTE injuring an informant or their family if they were suspected to providing NAT information.
The blame for the sensitive documents leaked has to be blamed on poor US security routines and poor security clearance screening. To put the blame
on Mr. Julian Assange is wrong. He were only distributing already leaked information. Participating in distribution of the information did thousands of
news editors around the world. Wikileaks had a screening procedure to reduce the risk for loss of life due to the leaked documents. In our point of view
the US citizens responsible for poor security routines and poor security clearance screening should be liable. Clearly the once stealing the documents
is guilty of gross negligence and multiple violations of US law. The organizations coincidently receiving, screening, distributing and publishing
documents is in a very different legal category, especially non- US citizens.
The witch-hunt for Mr. Assange, an Australian citizen, is wrong. The methods used is shameful. We support Mr. Assange plea for Asylum in Ecuador.

Classification of Cable id: 07OSLO454
The cable mentioning me is classified as confidential. I cannot understand how this cable can damage any country’s national security. It reveals the
Norwegian MFA providing false and fraudulent information about me to the US Embassy. The cable show Norway’s biased facilitation and gross
incompetence. Norway’s incompetence is widely known and cannot be regarded as a state secret. In my opinion this cable should be classified as trash
and not sent to Washington and numerous other US destinations.

ADDENDUM
1. Classification levels (Wikipedia)
Top Secret (TS)
The highest level of classification of material on a national level. Such material would cause "exceptionally grave damage" to national security if made
publicly available.
Secret
Such material would cause "serious damage" to national security if it were publicly available.
Confidential
Such material would cause "damage" or be "prejudicial" to national security if publicly available.
Restricted
Such material would cause "undesirable effects" if publicly available.
Unclassified
Technically not a classification level, but is used for government documents that do not have a classification listed above. Such documents can
sometimes be viewed by those without security clearance.
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2. THE CABLE: 07OSLO454
VZCZCXRO3175
PP RUEHBI
DE RUEHNY #0454/01 1221228
ZNY CCCCC ZZH
P 021228Z MAY 07
FM AMEMBASSY OSLO
TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 5604
INFO RUEHRL/AMEMBASSY BERLIN PRIORITY 0597
RUEHLM/AMEMBASSY COLOMBO PRIORITY 0361
RUEHLO/AMEMBASSY LONDON PRIORITY 1440
RUEHNE/AMEMBASSY NEW DELHI PRIORITY 0438
RUEHSA/AMEMBASSY PRETORIA PRIORITY 0240
RUEHKO/AMEMBASSY TOKYO PRIORITY 1606
RUEHCG/AMCONSUL CHENNAI PRIORITY 0117
RUEHBI/AMCONSUL MUMBAI PRIORITY 0054
RUEHON/AMCONSUL TORONTO PRIORITY 0002

C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 02 OSLO 000454 SIPDIS SIPDIS SCA/INS (MGOWER, CSIM), EUR/NB
(RDALLAND) E.O. 12958: DECL: 04/30/2017 TAGS: PHUM [Human Rights], PREL [External Political Relations],
PTER [Terrorists and Terrorism], CE [Sri Lanka], NO [Norway] SUBJECT: NORWEGIAN UPDATE: SRI LANKA PEACE EFFORTS
Classified By: Acting DCM Kristen F. Bauer, Reasons 1.4 (b) and (d) ¶1. (C) Summary.
On April 30 Sondre Bjotveit, MFA Adviser in the Peace and Reconciliation Section, updated us on
Norwegian peace efforts in Sri Lanka. He described MFA Special Envoy Jon Hanssen-Bauer's recent
meetings with UK and South African government officials, in addition to sharing personal
observations concerning the ever-worsening Sri Lankan political and military situation. Bjotveit
also discussed Falk Rune Rovik, a convicted Norwegian murderer who the MFA views as a destabilizing
threat to the peace process and also a personal threat to Minister of International Development Erik
Solheim. End Summary. Norwegians Speak with UK, South African Officials -------------------------------------------- ---- ¶2. (C) Hanssen-Bauer traveled to London last week to consult with the UK
Foreign Office and MP Paul Murphy, who previously traveled to Sri Lanka and will soon return to
support existing facilitation efforts. Similarly, Hanssen-Bauer recently visited Pretoria, where the
GSA Foreign Ministry expressed an interest in continuing to engage, but not initiate, peace dialogue
efforts. Bjotveit believed GSA interest was motivated by the strong, and politically powerful, Tamil
community. Although originally part of the Indian diaspora during British colonial rule, the South
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African Tamils strongly sympathized with the plight of their Sri Lankan brethren. South African
President Mbeki and GSL President Rajapaksa have separately met during an international conference
in Havana, and shared experiences, with both leaders expressing an interest in continued dialogue.
Former South African governmental officials have also shared views about life under apartheid rule
with Sri Lankan colleagues, focusing upon the South African reconciliation efforts. Both UK and GSA
officials emphasized to the Norwegians that the GON's role as facilitator was not to be supplanted,
and that Norway's facilitation efforts were supported. Bjotveit did not describe how either the UK
or the GSA would specifically complement the GON facilitation efforts. Thoughts on Military,
Political Situation ----------------------------------------- ¶3. (C) Bjotveit reviewed the
increasingly tense Sri Lankan political situation and worsening violence. Although the Cease Fire
Agreement (CFA) still technically exists, it seems more form than substance. For example, while the
GSL publicly advocates negotiating as a means to end its conflict with the Liberation Tigers of
Tamil Eelam (LTTE), the GSL Secretary of Defense publicly resolved that a solution would SIPDIS
likely occur only in two to three years, which offers a less-than-enthusiastic support of quickly
ending the present conflict. Alternatively, the LTTE is feeling increasingly isolated on the global
stage, with officials believing the only remaining option is to fight. ¶4. (C) Militarily, the
Norwegians are concerned that GSL successes will only cause LTTE fighters to disperse and
decentralize, raising the specter of an uncontrollable insurgency. The LTTE seems to also justify
its recent aerial bombings of GSL oil reserves as a means of inhibiting governmental air attacks on
the Tigers. Solheim's Safety; Seeming GSL Endorsement of Detractor -------------------------------------------- --------- ¶5. (C) According to Bjotveit, the PST (Norway's primary intelligence agency)
is closely following the actions of Falk Rune Rovik, an outspoken critic of Minister Solheim.
Previously jailed for murder in 1997, Rovik served ten years of detention in a mental health
institution. Viewed by Norwegian authorities as dangerous, he frequently speaks out against Norway's
role in the Sri Lankan press, and most recently visited Toronto, Canada, where he purportedly met
with members of Amnesty International. His views, which include accusing Norway of terrorism in Sri
Lanka, have proven problematic and embarrassing to the GON, particularly given that Rovik is a
Norwegian citizen, ¶6. (C) Bjotveit believes that Rovik is supported by the OSLO 00000454 002 OF 002
GSL, and receives funding from Sri Lankan hard-liners. For example, the GSL Ministry of Defense
recently posted an op-ed from Rovik and its website also previously advertised one of Rovik's
speaking engagements. Bjotveit denied that these inflammatory efforts tacitly (if not overtly)
supported by the GSL were detracting from the GON's facilitation efforts. He admitted, however, that
the Norwegian cultural predilection for dialogue was being tested by Rovik's destabilizing actions,
which the MFA has responded to in statements to Sri Lankan press. Comment ------- ¶7. (C) The GON
continues to press the peace process, while recognizing that both the GSL and LTTE have violated the
CFA. Rovik further complicates matters and may pose a potential threat to Solheim's personal
security. The GSL's apparent encouragement of Rovik's public diatribe against GON efforts is one
more destabilizing factor. Although the resilient Norwegians seem calm and focused, their
steadfastness to resolving the Sri Lankan crises is being sorely tested by the deepening Sri Lanka
violence and Rovik's protests.
WHITNEY
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Source: Aftenposten, 19th April 2007.
Jan F. Glent, Deputy director PST http://www.pst.no/om/ledelsen/

iii NORWEGIAN PASSPORT SCANDAL DEEPENS: DANIEL JEYA SENTENCED FOR TWO YEARS AND NINE MONTHS

http://www.opensourcesinfo.org/journal/2006/5/8/norwegian-passport-scandal-deepens-daniel-jeya-sentenced-for-two-years-and-ninemonths.html
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